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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
September 12, 2019
Agenda
12:30 p.m. in CSS 167
Lunch will be served
I.

Approval of Minutes from 8/29/19 EC Meeting

II.

Business
a.
Extension of VAP line for Communications
b.
All Faculty Bylaw Change regarding Provost’s decision in Tenure and
Promotion
c.
Tenure and Promotion Review Task Force, Part Two
d.
Associate Dean of Academics Search Committee
e.
Agenda for September 19, 2019 CLA Faculty Meeting

III.

Reports
a.
b.
c.

Curriculum Committee
Faculty Affairs Committee
Student Government Association
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
August 29, 2019
Minutes
PRESENT
Jennifer Cavenaugh, Dan Chong, Grant Cornwell, Donald Davison, Richard Lewin, Jennifer
Queen, Paul Reich, Dawn Roe, Scott Rubarth, Emily Russell, Rob Sanders, Anne Stone, Martina
Vidovic, Matthew Weiner, Wenxian Zhang
Excused: Susan Singer
CALL TO ORDER
Paul Reich called the meeting to order at 12:35 PM.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM 8/29/19
Rubarth pointed out typos in the draft minutes. Zhang made a motion to approve the
corrected minutes from the 8/29/19 EC meeting. Motion passed unanimously.

BUSINESS
Extension of VAP line for Communications
Jennifer Cavenaugh
The Communication Department lost three faculty members last semester. It was uncertain
whether the third faculty member was taking a one year leave of absence or leaving for good.
We now know that person will not return, and the Department has submitted a request to
extend their one-year visitor to two years.
Queen made a motion to recommend extending the one-year visitor to a two-year term. Zhang
seconded the motion. Motion passed unanimously.
All Faculty Bylaw Change regarding Provost’s decision in Tenure and Promotion
Attachment #1
Donald Davison
Article 8, Section E, Subsection 4g the bylaws state, “Assessing the recommendations from the
CEC, FEC, and the Dean of the Faculty, the Provost reviews the candidate’s file and makes a
recommendation to the President. For tenure decisions, this letter is submitted to the President
by January 15. If the Provost accepts a positive recommendation of the CEC and recommends
overturning a negative recommendation of the FEC, they submit reasons for their decisions in
writing to the FEC and the candidate”.
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The bylaws do not mention a case in which there is an inconsistency between the Provost and
that of the CEC, FEC, and Dean, and do not require the Provost to submit a rationale for their
decision. Last year, FAC endorsed a proposal to update this section of the bylaws to read,
"Assessing the recommendations from the CEC, FEC, and the Dean of the Faculty, the Provost
reviews the candidate’s file and provides a written rationale and recommendation to the
President. For tenure decisions, this letter is submitted to the President by January 15. If the
Provost’s recommendation is counter to that of the CEC, FEC, or Dean, the Provost submits
reasons for their decision in writing to the FEC and the candidate."
Chong asked how often this happens and Cavenaugh said it’s rare and she has only seen this
once. Davison said even a single event can be consequential. Cornwell said he finds this to be a
reasonable recommendation and suggests it’s a further step towards transparency. He also
recommends in the last sentence changing “their decision in writing” to “the provost’s decision
in writing.”
Rubarth made a motion to endorse the bylaw change. Motion passed unanimously. The
motion will be brought forward to an All-College Faculty Meeting for vote.
Tenure and Promotion Review Task Force, Part Two
Attachment #2
Donald Davison
Reich noted last year’s Tenure and Promotion Working Group looked at a number of concerns
with our tenure and promotion process. Some issues were addressed and resulted in changes
to the CLA bylaws, other recommendations have not been addressed yet, and two items that
were part of the original charge were not investigated. Reich asked if we want to create a new
working group to pick up where the last group left off.
Davison reported that FAC met and has agreed to look at teaching and CIE’s. During the fall
they will produce a white paper to evaluate teaching and identify potential sources of bias and
look to implement changes in the spring.
Davison said there are three tasks to be accomplished: assessment of teaching quality, balance
of teaching, scholarship, and service, and the bylaw revisions recommended by last year’s
working group. FAC is unable to tackle all three of these issues because they are also tasked
with addressing faculty salaries this year.
EC discussed the composition of the next working group and decided to call for selfnominations. Reich will make the announcement and tell those interested to talk with their
division representative.
Reich and Davison will determine some straw poll questions for the September faculty meeting.
If the polls have clear positive results, FAC will work on the bylaw changes.
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Associate Dean of Academics Search Committee
Attachment #3
Jennifer Cavenaugh
The Provost and Dean have asked for help in recommending faculty to serve on the search
committee for the next Associate Dean of Academics. Cavenaugh said we want to choose the
next associate dean by the end of fall semester to give the department time to plan and the
new person some overlap with Emily Russell.
Queen noted the position description is entirely CLA and asked if that’s what we want. Russell
said she regularly works with the Registrar and Holt Dean to review course schedules but does
not see room in this position to add oversight of the Holt general education program.
Reich asked if there are particular experiences that search committee members should have to
help them field candidates. Russell said the heart of the job is the general education program
and scheduling with departments, so individuals who have been department chairs and
responsible for putting together course schedules would be useful.
Cornwell, Queen, and Cavenaugh all agree that EC members are the best prepared to conduct
this search. Zhang recommended the chair and divisional representatives of EC all serve on the
search committee.
Agenda for September 19, 2019 CLA Faculty Meeting
Paul Reich
The September 19th faculty meeting agenda will include committee reports, an update from
International Programs, adding the Studio Art minor to the Holt curricula offerings, a vote on
the Diversity and Inclusion Philosophy and Principles, and straw polls on the Tenure and
Promotion Working Group issues.
REPORTS
Curriculum Committee (CC)
Martina Vidovic
Last year a subcommittee was created to work with the Registrar on registration. Three CC
members will serve on the subcommittee this year. Vidovic asked if EC wants to increase the
size of this committee to have divisional representation. The subcommittee prefers to keep the
group small so it’s easier to schedule meetings. EC agreed that small is better.
CC ran into problems approving the 2020-21 Academic Calendar. There are issues where Holt
and CLA are not aligning. Vidovic asked if faculty still want to discuss moving CLA
commencement away from Mother’s Day. Reich said he will put this on the next EC agenda.
Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC)
Attachment #4
Donald Davison
FAC agreed to research potential bias when using Course and Instructor Evaluations (CIE’s), re4

examined the lecturer policy, raised questions regarding the proposed Disruptive Student
Policy, and agreed to examine faculty salaries.
ADJOURNMENT
Paul Reich
Zhang made a motion to adjourn. Meeting adjourned at 1:47 PM.
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ATTACHMENT 1
The All Faculty Appeals Committee is currently hearing a grievance which centers around this section of the CLA
by-laws.
There is no mention of a case in which Provost overturns a positive decisions by all three of the other evaluating
bodies (CEC, Dean, and FEC) and does not indicate that the Provost is required to submit their reason in writing in
such a circumstance. We would like to bring this issue to light and have the appropriate channels of faculty
governance re-examine and expand this language. We believe the Provost should be required to submit their
reasons in writing if their recommendation is not in line with the other evaluating bodies.

FAC vote to approve (7 yes, 1 no)
Proposed bylaw language change:
"Assessing the recommendations from the CEC, FEC, and the Dean of the Faculty, the Provost
reviews the candidate’s file and provides a written rationale and recommendation to the President.
For tenure decisions, this letter is submitted to the President by January 15. If the Provost’s
recommendation is counter to that of the CEC, FEC, or Dean, accepts a positive recommendation of
the CEC and recommends overturning a negative recommendation of the FEC, the Provost submits
reasons for their decision in writing to the FEC and the candidate."
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ATTACHMENT 2
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ATTACHMENT 3
Associate Dean of Academics
A one or two sentence overview of what you see as your primary responsibility in the office
(10,000 foot view)
•

The Associate Dean of Academics directs all general education programs (rFLA,
Honors Degree Program, and RCC) and coordinates with the Office of the Registrar
and department chairs on academic scheduling.

Ongoing responsibilities (things done regularly throughout the year)
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff RCC, rFLA, and Honors courses
Support faculty development and student success in RCC, Honors, and rFLA
Lead rFLA Faculty Coordinators and Honors Advisory Board
Shepherd curricular changes in general education programs (either
through individual faculty collaborations, program-level faculty development, or
structural changes through governance)
Lead effective communication of liberal arts ethos to current and prospective
students (web, admissions panels, SGA, RAs and Peer Mentors)
Coordinate co-curricular and experiential learning efforts for general education
Work with Student Records to help department chairs better develop/predict
course schedules
Assessment for gen ed programs
Staff Career & Life Planning and general academic internship (INTN 397) courses
Partner with Tricia Zelaya-Leon (CCLP) on academic integration of career and life
planning
Support the Dean of the Faculty

Any standing committees where you represent our office
•
•
•

Curriculum Committee
Executive Committee
Retention Committee

Primary collaborators in other departments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nancy Chick (Endeavor Center for Faculty Development)
Stephanie Henning (and Registrar staff broadly)
Tricia Zelaya-Leon (rFLA, CLE courses, and R-Compass)
Chair of Curriculum Committee
Rob Sanders (Holt)
Norah Perez and Liz Bernstein (INTN courses)
Aspen Fox and Leon Hayner (RLE)
Meredith Hein and CCLE (SPARC and Re-SPARC, CE courses in Gen Ed)
Katie Sanchez (IT)
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ATTACHMENT 4
Faculty Affairs Report for EC Meeting of 9/11/2019
The FAC met on September 9, 2019. The committee agreed to the following actions.
First, members agreed that we should expand the research conducted by Ben Hudson on
potential bias when using course instructor evaluations (CIE) into a ‘white paper.’ The white
paper will examine the advantages and disadvantages of course instructor evaluations, the
potential sources of bias by students when completing the evaluation, and a review of national
best practices that should be followed when evaluating teaching. The goal is to issue the white
paper by December 1 and then follow up in the spring with recommendations regarding best
practices to be followed.
At the request of the Executive Committee, the FAC re-examined the lecturer policy. The FAC
agreed that to the principle of offering a multi-year contract to lecturers who achieve six
consecutive years of successful teaching evaluations. The members concurred that a three-year
contract seems appropriate but recognize the dean and department chairs should have flexibility
in these contract decisions given the diverse needs of departments. The members strongly believe
that the evaluation of lecturers should not be given to FEC—an already overworked
committee—nor should a new committee be created. Instead the FAC believes evaluation of
lecturers should be completed by the department chair plus one or two other members of the
department in consultation with the Dean of Faculty. Finally, FAC supports the principle of
offering the ‘senior lecturer’ designation.
FAC raised several questions regarding the proposed Disruptive Student Policy. Dean
Cavenaugh will follow up and return to the committee with the information.
Finally, the members of FAC agreed to examine faculty salaries.
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